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Code BreakerCode Breaker (Strop & Carlson, 2010, p. 13)(Strop & Carlson, 2010, p. 13)

Breaks code of all texts (print, visual,
multimodal) going beyond decoding to
recognizing and using structural
conventions and patternsconventions and patterns

 How do I deconstruct this text? How does it
work?

 What are its patterns and conventions?

 How do the sounds and the marks relate singly
and in combination?



Code BreakerCode Breaker
Luke &Luke & FreebodyFreebody, 1999, 1999

Reader as athlete

 comes to a game (authentic context) with
a set of skills and traditions

anticipates and visualizes the play of the anticipates and visualizes the play of the
game

 practices to understand patterns and
conventions of play with others

Strop & Carlson, 2010



Code Breaker PracticeCode Breaker Practice
 Political cartoon—display, read aloud, and distribute 3-tier graphic

organizer

 Complete graphic organizer independently. Urge students to
respond as completely and explicitly as they can—all visual
information means something!

 Work with 2 other students to

◦ compare responses and note data or information that is not common◦ compare responses and note data or information that is not common

◦ note questions or statements that elicit confusion or unique
interpretations

 Whole group

◦ solicit responses to graphic organizer

◦ note shared patterns of response or conventions

◦ disagreements noted

◦ note how they broke the code of the text



Worksheet for Deconstructing
and Analyzing a Cartoon

• Visuals

1. List the objects or
people you see

2. Which of the objects
are symbols, codes, or

• Words

1. Locate words or
phrases that identify
objects or people.

2. Identify and explainare symbols, codes, or
conventions?

3. What do you think each
symbol or code means?

4. Describe action, explain
message, identify
preferred/oppositional
reading.

2. Identify and explain
significant words or
phrases.

3. List adjectives that
create the tone
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Meaning MakerMeaning Maker (Strop & Carlson, 2010, p. 13)(Strop & Carlson, 2010, p. 13)

Takes part in understanding and composing
based on prior knowledge and experiences
of other cultural discourses, texts, and
meaning systemsmeaning systems

 How do the ideas in the text string together?

 What cultural resources can be used to make
meaning?

 What are the cultural meanings and possible
readings?



Meaning MakerMeaning Maker
Luke &Luke & FreebodyFreebody, 1999, 1999

Reader as archaeologist

 gather text evidence (like an archaeologist
collects evidence of the past),collects evidence of the past),

 study it as a concrete, tangible text

 consider it as a social and cultural artifact
influenced by composition, design, and
context.

Strop & Carlson, 2010



Meaning Maker in PracticeMeaning Maker in Practice
Deconstructing and Analyzing PhotographDeconstructing and Analyzing Photograph

Observation

◦ Study photograph, form an overall impression,
study items in photo

◦ List: people, objects, activities, symbols and
codescodes

Inference

◦ Based on what you observed above, what
might you infer?

Questions

◦ What questions does this photograph raise?
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Text UserText User (Strop & Carlson, 2010, p. 13)(Strop & Carlson, 2010, p. 13)

Knows about and acts on the different
cultural and social functions of various texts
in and out of school (functions shape text
structure, tone, purpose, organization)structure, tone, purpose, organization)

 How do the users of this text shape its
composition?

 What do I do with this text, here and now?

 What will others do with it?

 What are my options and alternatives?



Text UserText User
Luke &Luke & FreebodyFreebody, 1999, 1999

Reader as tour guide

 prepares for tour by understanding contexts,
people and purposes

 use knowledge of context and culture use knowledge of context and culture
 understand that each situation is different and

each person has a unique response
 study it as a concrete, tangible text
 consider it as a social and cultural artifact

influenced by composition, design, and
context.

Strop & Carlson, 2010



TEXT
1.In what ways does this text tell a story? Does it connect to a
larger story?
2.What type or category of story is it? Does it follow a formula?
3.What codes and conventions are used?
4.What are the characters like? Are they realistic? Are they
stereotypes?
5.How do the characters relate to each other in terms of power,
age, gender, race and class?
6.What are the values and ideology of the characters? To what
extent do I share these beliefs?

PRODUCTION
1.Where does this text come from? Who created it? Who owns it?
2.How is this text distributed or sold to the public? Who profits?2.How is this text distributed or sold to the public? Who profits?
3.How was the text made? What production techniques were
used?
4.What rules and laws affect this text? Is there an expected
running time for a film or song? Are there any copyright or
trademarks used to protect certain words or products?
5.How could I produce a similar text?

AUDIENCE
1.How does this text appeal to me? What things do I like and
dislike?
2.Who is the intended target audience?
3.How and why does this text appeal to its audience?
4.In what different ways do people use or consume this text?
5.How could I change the text to make it more enjoyable?
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Text CriticText Critic (Strop & Carlson, 2010, p. 13)(Strop & Carlson, 2010, p. 13)

Analyzes and changes meaning of texts by
acting on his/her understanding and
critiquing different points of view that can
silence and influencesilence and influence
 What kind of person with what interests and values,

could both write and read this naively and
unproblematically?

 What is this text trying to do to me? In whose
interests?

 Which positions, voices, and interests are at play? Which
are silent and absent?



Text CriticText Critic
Luke &Luke & FreebodyFreebody, 1999, 1999

Reader as film reviewer

 know about genres of films and how films
are made (writing, acting, production)are made (writing, acting, production)

 aware of the audience he/she is writing for

 develop a disposition (like a film reviewer)
that combines resources and knowledge
from all four roles

Strop & Carlson, 2010



Text Critic in PracticeText Critic in Practice
 Activate prior knowledge

 Understand the role of reader as text critic, using film
reviewer metaphor

 Note that text critic reacts critically to the knowledge
gained from code-breaking, meaning-making, and text
using practices, then forms his or her own conclusion orusing practices, then forms his or her own conclusion or
argument

 Work in small groups to develop an arguable position

 Synthesize ideas and content across texts in unit to
create their own MTS using at least six different sources
to create their own critical argument and consider
audience (like a film reviewer) as they work to present
their original text orally



EssentialEssential QuestionsQuestions

What prompts a young adult to act,
make an individual decision or choice?

What are some effects of young
adults’ decisions or choices?



Anticipation GuideAnticipation Guide

 We can choose how we live even when
we know we’re about to die.

 Our decisions as individuals matter.

 Sometimes we just don’t have a choice. Sometimes we just don’t have a choice.

 Resistance isn’t possible when the odds
are stacked against you.



Level UpLevel Up

Dennis tells a friend that studying to become
a doctor is his “destiny” and his father’s wish.
His friend says:

“That’s the biggest load of bullcrap I’ve ever
heard. If my dad had his way I’d be working
at the family dry cleaners right now…make
your own decisions…Choose your
own…destiny”



Level Up

“Show me what
you got Dennis!
Show me what you
you got Dennis!
Show me what you
got!”



The Fault in our StarsThe Fault in our Stars
“Augustus Waters,” I said, looking up at him, thinking that
you cannot kiss anyone in the Anne Frank House, and then
thinking that Anne Frank, after all, kissed someone in the
Anne Frank House, and that she would probably like
nothing more than for her home to have become a place
where the young and irreparably broken sink intowhere the young and irreparably broken sink into
love…then we were kissing…I started to feel breathless in
a new and fascinating way. The space around us evaporated,
and for a weird moment I really liked my body; this cancer-
ruined thing I’d spent years dragging around suddenly
seemed worth the struggle, worth the chest tubes…and the
ceaseless bodily betrayal of the tumors (pp. 202-203).



The Fault in our StarsThe Fault in our Stars

Letter from Augustus:

People will say it’s sad that…few will
remember her [Hazel], that she was loved
deeply but not widely. But it’s not sad…It’sdeeply but not widely. But it’s not sad…It’s
triumphant. It’s heroic…I am so lucky to
love her…You don’t get to choose if you
get hurt in this world…but you do have
some say in who hurts you. I like my
choices. I hope she likes hers (pp. 312-313).



Little BrotherLittle Brother
I stood up. I’d had enough of this “everything has changed” crapola.“National

unity? The whole point of America is that we’re the country where dissent
is welcome.We’re a country of dissidents and fighters and university
dropouts and free speech people.”

“What do you have to say for yourself?”

“That wasn’t teaching, it was propaganda. She told us that the Constitution“That wasn’t teaching, it was propaganda. She told us that the Constitution
didn’t matter!”

“No, she said it wasn’t religious doctrine.And you attacked her like some kind
of fundamentalist, proving her point. Marcus, you of all people should
understand that everything changed when the bridge was bombed.Your
friend Darryl-”

Don’t you say a goddamned word about him,” I said, the anger bubbling over,
“You’re not fit to talk about him,Yeah, I understand that everything’s
different now.We used to be a free country. Now we’re not.”



Evolution, Me & Other Freaks of NatureEvolution, Me & Other Freaks of Nature

I knew today would be ugly.

When you’re single-handedly responsible
for getting your church, your pastor, and
every one of your former friends andevery one of your former friends and
their parents sued for millions of dollars,
you expect to make some enemies.



Evolution, Me & Other Freaks ofEvolution, Me & Other Freaks of
NatureNature

I just didn’t realize I’d be so scared. It’s
pathetic.What do I have to be afraid of?
My conscience is clear. I didn’t do anything
wrong.wrong.

No, correction: I did the right thing. And
someday the truth shall set me free.



TwistedTwisted
“No offense, Miller, but…You gonna spend the rest of your days whining
because your dad’s a jerk? I hate people like that. Don’t be a baby—live
your own life” (p. 197).

“I didn’t fit. I was a different size, a different shape. I kept trying to
squeeze into a body, a skin suit, that was too small. It rubbed me the
wrong way. I blistered. I callused. I scarred over and it kept hurting. I
would never fit. But, really, I didn’t want to fit. That’s why it was hard” (p.would never fit. But, really, I didn’t want to fit. That’s why it was hard” (p.
212).

Tyler to his father: “I had the gun in my mouth and my finger on the
trigger.”

Dad: “What stopped you?”

Tyler: “I looked in the mirror and realized that I was already dead. I let
you kill me one piece at a time…You killed yourself and then you came
after us.”



UnwhollyUnwholly

Risa grips her chair, knowing what she’s going to do at
least ten seconds before she does it.Ten seconds of
silent personal terror, but no indecision whatsoever.

“Take me,” she says.“Take me instead.”

She knows Connor won’t approve. She knows he’ll beShe knows Connor won’t approve. She knows he’ll be
furious, but she can’t muddy her resolve with thoughts
of him now.This is about saving Dylan Ward.



DivergentDivergent

I press my forehead to the wall and scream. After
a few seconds I clamp my hand over my mouth
to muffle the sound and scream again, a scream
that turns into a sob.The gun clatters to the
ground. I still see Will.ground. I still see Will.

He smiles in my memory.A curled lip. Straight
teeth. Light in his eyes. Laughing, teasing, more
alive in memory than I am in reality. It was him
or me. I chose me. But I feel dead too.



La LineaLa Linea
There’s Elena, the one who claimed she wanted to go north more
than anyone, right back there on Abuelita’s rancho…Elena
returned as soon as Papa let her, right after she finished high
school…She says that el Norte never measured up to what she
imagined it would be…I…look at myself in the mirror. There’s
the same old Miguel I was in San Jacinto, just a little taller, my face
filled out some…on the outside the same me. Inside it’s different.filled out some…on the outside the same me. Inside it’s different.
I thought I’d find the real Miguel, the one I thought I couldn’t be
in Mexico, once I crossed la linea. I didn’t understand that there
are thousands of lineas to cross in life. Sometimes you see the
border and you walk right across, eyes wide open. You know you
will change. You know everything will be different. Other times,
you don’t know you’ve crossed a border until you reach the
other side. Until you turn, and look at la linea surprised (pp. 121-
124).



La Times: Young Immigrants in ArizonaLa Times: Young Immigrants in Arizona
http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/nation/la-na-arizona-immigration-20120829,0,4743967.story?track=rsss

“So Romo is fighting back. She’s joining
hundreds of other young Latino activists…to
protest the governor’s actions.”protest the governor’s actions.”

Romo said:“The constant pressure from the
state government has made young Latinos like
me learn how to become a fighter.”





The BoyWho DaredThe BoyWho Dared

“Helmuth lies in bed, turning over the differences between
the BBC and the RRB. The British disclose actual losses,
whereas the RRG never does. It makes the British
reports seem more truthful, more accurate, and that
infuriates Helmuth. Don’t the Germans have a right to
know the whole truth?” (pp. 103-104).know the whole truth?” (pp. 103-104).

“The court orders the following to be
sentenced…’Hubener, for listening to a foreign radio
station and distributing news’…’Helmuth!’ cries Rudi.
‘Why did you do that?’…’Because it’s the truth…I did the
right thing. I have no regrets’” (pp. 162-163).



Fire from the RockFire from the Rock

“The bell rang then and Sylvia exhaled as if
she’d been under water. Integration! Here
in Little Rock—finally. And she and her
friends could be the ones chosen to do it.friends could be the ones chosen to do it.
What a terrible, horrible, wonderful
decision this would be.”



We’ve Got a JobWe’ve Got a Job
“In tenth grade… [Arnetta] and seven friends started the Peace Ponies, a
social and savings club…to help younger students and…give to needy
families…’I remember the first time I heard Dr. King speak,’ Arnetta said.
‘It was as if he was hypnotizing you’…she, along with the rest of the
Peace Ponies, attended non-violence workshops…Despite the risks,
Arnetta and the Peace Ponies resolved to demonstrate. ‘They taught us
not to be afraid,’ she said” (pp. 32-35).not to be afraid,’ she said” (pp. 32-35).

“In public, whites and blacks intersected…isn’t the same as
interacting…Blacks could look but not touch. And whites rarely
bothered to turn around and see” (p. 38).

“While Movement leaders despaired because grown-ups refused to walk
down the aisle and continued shopping in segregated stores, young
people began to head the call…Arnetta and the Peace Ponies put on
their walking shoes” (p. 59).



Kids ResistingKids Resisting



MalalaMalalaYousafzaiYousafzai

 "She was attacked and shot by
extremists who don't want girls to
have an education, and don't want
girls to speak for themselves, and
don't want girls to becomedon't want girls to become
leaders," said the top U.S. diplomat.

 http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-505263_162-57530331/malala-
yousafzais-brain-damaged-in-taliban-attack-in-pakistan-
surgeon-says/



Poems for MultipleVoicesPoems for MultipleVoices
Summary assessment, a multimedia text set of their own
called “Choice Poems for Two (or More!)Voices”. The
framework for this invention is a variation on Paul
Fleischman’s Joyful Noise: Poems forTwoVoices. Poetry for two
or more voices is a multi-column format that allows writers
to juxtapose contrasting ideas, concepts, or perspectivesto juxtapose contrasting ideas, concepts, or perspectives
inside the frame of a single work.

This technique requires using their own words and words
from other media sources in order to develop an arguable
position on an issue (Strop & Carlson, 2010).



Poems for MultipleVoicesPoems for MultipleVoices

Many voices to show challenges and effects
of making a choice.

Roles:

 adolescent, government employee, adolescent, government employee,
authority figure, immigrant, friend, parent,
principal, dictator/terrorist, conscience,
fear, self-image, peer pressure, leader,
book character, real person



Richard: Four Resources Model
(Strop & Carlson, 2010)

Clarity

Skilled at differentiating instruction

Focused on learning outcomes

The Four Resources Model provides a solid framework
for my thinking as I develop various text sets and the
essential questions at the heart of our lessons.essential questions at the heart of our lessons.

In time, based on my revision of the questions and their
own practiced ability to read across texts, their skills in
each category grew. This naturally fostered an
increased confidence and willingness to engage with
texts, the ideas they presented, and with one another.
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